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A b o u t

An initiative of The Ceylon Chamber of Commerce to help, support, and mentor

startups in Sri Lanka to pivot their businesses and enable them to grow.

BECOME A 

MEMBER NOW

What Do We Do?

Think Tank To function as a Think Tank to develop a Startup Ecosystem

Landscape in Sri Lanka.

Access to Market Be a conduit to connect startups, founders /

entrepreneurs and facilitate market access.

Access to Finance Be a conduit to connect startups, founders /

entrepreneurs and facilitate access to finance.

Idea validation Potential business ideas of startups, founders to be

validated by an expert panel.

Mentoring & Sound Advice We connect with the right people

to help grow your startup and navigate the challenges of today’s startup

world.

Access to the global startup network We leverage our

international members to connect you with other startups around the world.

Facilitate cutting edge access We create networking that helps

you meet prospective investors and get acquainted with the latest technology

and innovation.

Ecosystem system We work with government ministries and agencies

to make Sri Lanka more Startup Friendly.

Knowledge sharing We invite you to utilize a library of information

that will empower you to make bold and intelligent entrepreneurial decisions
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https://www.cognitoforms.com/StartupCouncil1/MemberRegistration
https://www.cognitoforms.com/StartupCouncil1/MemberRegistration
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J o i n  U s ! !

One-to-One 

Mentoring
with our panel of 
experts representing all 
fields with great 
experience and 
expertise

Match Making with 

CFS Members & Others
to collectively grow and excel.

Legal Services
Secretarial Services
Marketing Services

Bookkeeping Services
Inventory Management

Consultation
Coaching

Website Development
Funding

Co-working spaces

Our

Mission
To be the forefront in 
providing numerous 

opportunities for startups 
and to be an incubator 

aimed to provide a 
conductive environment for 
entrepreneurs and founders 

with access to global 
markets, idea validation, 
debt and equity finance, 

mentorship and to facilitate 
skilled professionals and 

service providers.



C h a i r p e r s o n ’ s  M e s s a g e

The island nation is currently experiencing its worst

economic crisis since gaining independence in 1948.

Unprecedented levels of inflation, a close to complete

depletion of foreign exchange reserves, a shortage of

medical supplies, and an increase in the cost of essential

commodities are the results. At times when global trends

favouring are new investment opportunities, smart

investors will do well to consider alternatives such as

venture funding in start-ups to further add value to their

portfolios, to ensure they are truly bullet proof in the face

of future pandemics.

Given the high risk, high reward nature of investing in

start-ups, it is no wonder many shy away from this area.

However, investing in venture funding mitigates much of

that risk while ensuring better returns.

Now is the time for innovation, with daily advances in

many important fields that help further human

understanding. For instance, we were able to ramp up

production for ventilators and N95 masks in only a few

weeks to combat Covid-19. These innovations aimed at

helping the public have also resulted in significant profits

for smart investors willing to take a chance on new

technologies.

South Asia has also benefited from venture funding, with

India hosting the world’s third largest spawning ground

for unicorns, which are start-ups valued at US$ 1 billion.

Another key point of interest is that Sri Lanka in many

ways is a largely untapped marketplace. The country

hosts around 400 start-ups, with many at the early stage

and therefore significantly more attractive to first movers.

And the innovation potential for local start-ups is much

greater here since they are able to become profitable

faster in a smaller test market like Sri Lanka, and grow

globally thereafter.

Sri Lanka may have a smaller pool of tech talent in

numerical terms, but these human resources have already

proved that they can build products that can compete

globally.

The country was ranked the second best for digital

nomads in 2021, ahead of Singapore, by Club Med. This

study by the French travel company looked at cost of

living, safety, average internet speed, presence of nature

and wellness spots, as well as adventurous activities in

each country.

Young Sri Lankan talent too is keen on returning to the

country, and this brain gain has led to many successful

start-ups in Sri Lanka being founded by returnees. These

entrepreneurs studied in the best schools globally, and

have worked for several years.

The Government is also increasingly open to incentives

and policies promoting the ICT sector, including

providing tax breaks, infrastructure development

focused on ICT exports and internet for every citizen.

The Council for Startups of the Ceylon Chamber of

Commerce has been in the forefront in providing

numerous opportunities for start-ups and is an

incubator aimed to provide a conductive environment

for entrepreneurs and founders with access to global

markets, idea validation, debt and equity finance,

mentorship and skilled professionals and service

providers. The Executive Committee Members of the

CFS have extensive knowledge and exposure working

with the Start-up Ecosystem in Sri Lanka, which makes

it more conducive for Startups to seek assistance from

the forerunners within the start-up space in Sri Lanka.

We will be organizing our flagship event of the year

which is titles ‘Innovate Lanka’ and more information of

this event is enclosed in this Newsletter.

On behalf of the Council for Startups of The Ceylon

Chamber of Commerce, I would like to wish all

members success in their future endeavors.

”
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Investing in venture 

funding mitigates high 

risk while ensuring 

better returns
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Innovate Lanka is a national initiative that brings all the startup and

SME ecosystem partners together to build our nation providing

customized support for every entrepreneur and be the one-stop-

shop for entrepreneurs to obtain funding, mentoring, incubating,

accelerate, and grow them until maturity or exit.

This is an initiative of the Council for Startups (CFS) of The Ceylon

Chamber of Commerce (CCC), Lankan Angel Network (LAN), and Sri

Lanka Association for Software Services Companies (SLASSCOM).

Innovate Lanka is inclusive for all stakeholders who work and

operate in the startup and SME ecosystem domain.
What is Innovate Lanka?

Resource Platform for Startups

and SMEs

Innovate Lanka is a platform, that assists

startups or SMEs with an innovative idea

helping them with funding, accelerating,

and mentoring until maturity or exit.

The selected applicants or entrepreneurs

will be called for a pitching and Q&A

session on the 2nd of September 2022,

and the finalists shall be selected to

participate at the Innovate Lanka 2022

Demo Day, which is scheduled to be

held on the 9th September 2022 at

Elegance, Colombo.

This competition aims to fund early

stage startups and SMEs those clearly

solve a problem with an innovative

solution for a large addressable market.

Innovate Lanka is open to any startup

across all sectors island-wide in all 3

languages.

The winner of Innovate Lanka 2022 will

enter the (Global Entrepreneurship

Network) GEN-Global Programme,

where they will take part in the

Entrepreneurs World Cup 2022 Regional

programme. At the same time, all

entrants will have the opportunity to

secure funding via LAN and, its extensive

global network of international Angel

Investors and VC (Venture Capital) firms.

The programme will have a number of

business domain and tech experts to

mentor, accelerate, and assist them with

go-to-market (GTM).

The winner of Innovate Lanka 2022 will enter the

(Global Entrepreneurship Network) GEN-Global

Programme, where they will take part in the

Entrepreneurs World Cup 2022 Regional

programme.

https://bit.ly/3BvGc0G
https://bit.ly/3BvGc0G


E c o n o m i c  U p d a t e  – f r o m  M E U  o f  t h e  C C C

2021-year end export figure of USD 12.5Bn

showed a record setting progress suggesting a

strong recovery in the export sector, as it exceeded

the previous high earnings recorded in 2019.

Export grew by 24.4% over the Jan – Dec 2021

period. Furthermore, the total value of exports

exceeded USD 1 Bn for the 7th consecutive month

in December 2021, with only 4 months in 2021

recording less than that. Except for few categories

almost all the export products have shown double

digit growth not just in the Month of December,

but also throughout the period since January,

continuing the overall healthy performance.

Country’s major exports continued to drive the

export earnings, with Apparel, Tea and Rubber

Products showing growth figures of 22.9%, 6.7%

and 33.6% respectively for 2021.

Despite the continued import restrictions, Imports

increased further in Dec 2021, with around 27%

growth compared to Nov 2021 and around 47%

compared to Dec 2020,

which is predominantly driven by the increase in

Intermediate goods imports with an increase of

around 35.6% during the year than that of 2020. As

a result, the total imports have increased by 28.5%

in 2021, which may have undermined the record

performance of the export sector. Among the

import categories, consumer goods shows the

least growth over the year, mainly supported by

the continuing restrictions over vehicle imports,

which could have added over USD 1 Bn the total

import bill given average prior to the pandemic.

(2015-2019). Rising global commodity prices had a

heavy impact on the import bill of Sri Lanka in

2021. More than 80% of the import growth during

the year was driven by increase in global

commodity prices, pickup in export demand and

resumption of infrastructure activities.

Despite the record performance in exports, the

trade account balance widened by around 35% to

over USD 8 Bn in 2021. The highest ever monthly

trade deficit of USD 1.08 Bn recorded during Dec

2021 was one of the key factors for the overall

trade deficit growth.

”
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Export figure of USD 12.5Bn 

showed in 2021, suggesting 

a strong recovery in the 

export sector



E c o n o m i c  U p d a t e  – f r o m  M E U  o f  t h e  C C C

Trade Deficit Widened in 2021:

Despite the record performance in exports,

the trade account balance widened by

around 35% to over USD 8 Bn in 2021. The

highest ever monthly trade deficit of USD

1.08 Bn recorded during Dec 2021 was one

of the key factors for the overall trade deficit

growth.

PMI Expanded in January 2022:

Both the manufacturing and services

Purchasing Managers’ Indices (PMIs)

continued to expand in January 2022 as well.

Tourism Recovery Continues in early

2022:

Sri Lanka received 82,327 tourist arrivals in

January 2022 and earned USD 261 Mn which

is remarkably higher than that the amount

earned in the same month of last year.

Marginal Increase in FDI inflows in 2021:

During the first nine months of 2021, Sri

Lanka received USD 558 Mn as FDIs which is

slightly higher than USD 555 Mn received

during the same period of 2020. Highest

inflows were received for telephone and

telecommunication networks followed by

housing and property developments.

Inflation Rises Further in January 2022:

CCPI headline and core inflation accelerated

to 12.2% and 9.9% respectively in January

2022 on a Y-o-Y basis while national

inflation rose to 16.8%.

Budget Deficit widened by 10%:

During Jan-Nov of 2021, overall budget

deficit increased to Rs. 1,709 Bn, which is

10% higher than the deficit recorded in the

same period of 2020.

Global Growth is expected to Decelerate in

2022-IMF:

The global economy is expected to decelerate in

2022 as the new Omicron variant spreads and

countries reimpose mobility restrictions.

Global Trade is expected to Slow as Demand

Moderates:

After reaching 9.5% in 2021, the World Bank is

expecting that the global trade growth will slow to

5.8% in 2022 and to 4.7% in 2023, as demand

moderates.

Market volatile over Russia-Ukraine Crisis:

Global markets have been volatile over the crisis

brewing between Russian and Ukraine. Oil prices

were fluctuating during the last few weeks edging

close to USD 100 a barrel.

S r i  L a n k a

G l o b a l
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"CrowdLearn" Education Operating System

(EduOS) is capable of self-paced (pure online),

blended (recorded+live sessions), and hybrid

delivery (online+offline) modes. It has full

management capabilities covering the entire

student lifecycle and a marketplace as part of the

solution. "CrowdLearn" has onboarded 30+

institutions already, including Lincoln University-

Malaysia, Foundation Institute of Sri Lanka,

University of Colombo...etc.

"CrowdLearn" is one of the first education

platforms to connect Artificial General Intelligence

(AGI) as a virtual assistant, where students can ask

questions from the system. Also, this platform is

built on a scalable technology architecture, where

it can handle tens of thousands of students/users.

APPTRA Holdings is a transformation consulting

company. Our company was established to

support business agility by creating empowered,

aligned, flexible and nimble organizations. We

enable change in individuals, teams and

organizations and transform them to deliver value

with speed and innovation and we do this

through training, consultation and coaching

services.

APPTRA Holdings (Pvt) Ltd CrowdLearn (Pvt) Ltd

”• Agile and scaled agile transformation 
services and capacity building 

• Business Analysis as a service and BA 
CoE operations

• Training
• Consultation
• Coaching 

SERVICES

”
COURCES

• Development
• Business
• Design & Marketing
• Health & Fitness
• Photography
• IT & Software
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Agro World (Pvt) Ltd. Our main purpose is to create an Agriculture as a

Service platform for individuals and corporates opting

for investment base farmland management services

through Agro World (Pvt) Ltd or Individually (through a

SaaS platform). Investments are utilized to cultivate

crops on owned farmland or leased farmland through

Agro World(Pvt) Ltd. The investment maturity time is

determined by the crop life cycle from seeding to the

uprooting of the plants based on our PlantCare system

and the harvest sold in the marketplace which will

generate the necessary cash flow for return to

investors.

Agro World (Pvt) Ltd is an Agri-Fintech startup

seamlessly integrating investors, farmers,

buyers, agro input providers, and transport &

logistics providers through a mobile/web

application which enables to transform the

current business operations in Agri businesses

at multiple levels and scales to an effective and

efficient ecosystem whilst having high visibility

and transparency across all stakeholders.

C F S

https://apptraholdings.com/
https://apptraholdings.com/
https://crowdlearn.co/
https://crowdlearn.co/


C F S

The Digital Pulz (Pvt) Ltd. is a campus spin-off

started its journey as a start-up company in June

2018. It has been started as the Health

Information System (HIS) project at Sri Lanka

Institute of Information Technology (SLIIT) in 2012

aiming to develop a stable HIS for the

government hospitals. Once the system has

reached to the level of a commercial product, the

company was started at “Concept Nursery”, the

business incubator of SLIIT, runs by a sister

company of SLIIT, named Sri Lanka Technology

Incubator (Pvt) Ltd.

Digital Pulz is established with the vision of being

the most preferred software solution provider of

the health sector. It is working hard to achieve its

mission of providing innovative solutions for

uplifting the life standard of patients and the

service quality in the health sector.

Digital Pulz offers three solutions: Mega Pulz – a

comprehensive HIS for Hospitals, Mini Pulz – a

comprehensive practice management software

for private practices and channeling centers, and

Vet Pulz – a comprehensive HIS for veterinary

clinics and hospitals. Its modular architecture

covers appointment management and queue

handling, outpatient department (OPD),

pharmacy, laboratory, radiology (including PACS),

billing and revenue management, comprehensive

inventory management, and inwards.

OMAK is the leading SaaS based Cloud

Restaurant POS in Sri Lanka with the largest

market share.

Throughout the years’ organizations leveraged

innovative technology as a key tool for business

transformation, develop growth strategies, and

restructure operations in changing times.

Identifying the timely need, OMAK also added

multiple key features to its platform, including

being the 1st POS provider to successfully

integrate UberEATS and PickMe Food with OMAK

POS 360.

The solution supported existing and new clients

to upgrade free with no additional costs and

seamlessly operate online sales processes with a

click of a button. The pandemic perpetually

changed the industry with the emergence of

cloud kitchens operating under existing

restaurant brands or stand-alone entities

partnering with food delivery partners.

Euromonitor, a widely acclaimed strategic market

research company estimates a $1 trillion market

for cloud kitchens by the end of 2030.

”
SERVICES

• Customer Management Terminal
• Inventory Management
• Mobile Order Management
• Online Operating System
• Enterprise Call Centre

OMAK Technologies (Pvt) Ltd
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”
SERVICES

• Hospital Management Software
• Clinic & Laboratory Management 

System
• Veterinary Management Software

Digital Pulz (Pvt) Ltd

For exposure of your company on our future

newsletters, reach out to the CFS secretariat.

https://omak.co/
https://omak.co/
https://digitalpulz.com/
https://digitalpulz.com/


SOZO was born with a set of fun home-kitchen

experiments by the founders, Dushyantha De

Silva and Gianee De Silva, back in 2016.

The idea was simple: Why consume artificial

flavour when you can enjoy real goodness? Ever

since, it’s been a wild, wild ride!

SOZO is a sip of Sri Lanka (or many!) in a nutshell,

made with natural ingredients harvested in our

resplendent island. We do really fun mixes of

exotic fruits, Ceylon tea and various ingredients

which comes with the versatility of 12 months

shelf life with no chilling required.
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SOZO Beverages (Pvt) Ltd.

”
PRODUCTS

Thyāga [Etcetera Solutions (Pvt) Ltd]

A revolutionary concept in Sri Lanka, Thyaga.lk is

a multi store gift voucher platform that enables

the consumers to use one gift voucher at multiple

stores with just a few clicks.

Thyāga makes it seamless and easy to give a gift

voucher, saving the giver from the hassle of

searching for and obtaining the perfect gift, and

providing the receiver with the freedom to

redeem their voucher at any store of their choice

on Thyaga.lk

The team behind Thyāga is a young energetic

group of individuals who are keen on disrupting

the gift voucher industry, and making Thyāga the

most versatile gift voucher ever. Thyāga was co-

founded by Sachin Wickramasinghe, Shamindri

Attanayake and Devni Panduwawala, who have

been able to grow Thyāga to have a bigger team,

achieving greater things. During a short time

period, the team at Thyāga has been able to win

the Gold award for Consumer Marketplaces, and

a Merit award for Best Startup of the Year at the

recently concluded National ICT Awards 2021

and a merit award at BestWeb 2021.

VOUCHERS

”

C F S

For exposure of your company on our future

newsletters, reach out to the CFS secretariat.

https://sozoiced.com/
https://thyaga.lk/
https://sozoiced.com/
https://thyaga.lk/
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B r i n d h a  
S e l v a d u r a i - G n a n a m
CEO & Co-Founder
Hatch Works (Pvt) Ltd.  

C h a n d u l a  
A b e y w i c k r e m a

Founder & Chairman
LIIN (Pvt) Ltd.  

D a w n  
A u s t i n
Managing Director
Nidro Supply (Pvt) Ltd.

I m a l  
K a l u t o t a g e

Founder & Chairman
NCINGA

M a n g a l a  
K a r u n a r a t n e
CEO & Founder
Calcey Technologies

S h a l i n  
B a l a s u r i y a

Co-Founder
Spa Ceylon  

P r a j e e t h  
B a l a s u b r a m a n i a m
Chairperson of the Council for Startups
of The Ceylon Chamber of Commerce
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AKTO
Agrithmics (Pvt) Ltd.
Algoredge (Pvt) Ltd.
Agro World (Pvt) Ltd.
Amiron Organics
Anim8
APPTRA Holdings (Pvt) Ltd.
Are We Legal (Pvt) Ltd.
Ayodaana (Pvt) Ltd.
Bionique Lanka (Pvt) Ltd.
Blue Chip Technologies Asia (Pvt) Ltd.
CabbageApps (Pvt) Ltd.
Ceylon Croplife International (Pvt) Ltd.
Ceylon Escapade Partners 
Connect Community Global (Pvt) Ltd.
CrowdLearn (Pvt) Ltd.
Designs Dee Advertising Solutions
Digital Global Services (Pvt) Ltd.  
Digital Pulz (Pvt) Ltd.
DirectPay (Pvt) Ltd.
Doslanka
Eat Me Global Lanka (Pvt) Ltd.
Eco 360 (Pvt) Ltd.
Elysian Crest (Pvt) Ltd.
Encepts 
Eureka Technology Partners (Pvt) Ltd.
Fens Global (Pvt) Ltd.
Fipbox
Galaxy & Co Bodycare (Pvt) Ltd.
GLX
Goodfolks (Pvt) Ltd.
Grean Leaf Herbals (Pvt) Ltd.
Helios P2p (Pvt) Ltd.
Hopper Media
IFINITY (Pvt) Ltd.
Infoseek (Pvt) Ltd.
Ingenieurskunst (Pvt) Ltd.
InsureMe Insurance Brokers (Pvt) Ltd.
Iphonix
Isle of Tomorrow (Pvt) Ltd.
ISSO Restaurants (Pvt) Ltd.
Kandrick Tea Beverages Lanka (Pvt) Ltd.
Lanka Good Market (Gte) Ltd.
Lanka Impact Investing Network (Pvt) Ltd.

Linear Squared (Pvt) Ltd.
Local Forecast By Colombo Design Market
MAL Organics
MetNeural (Pvt) Ltd.
Mindful (Pvt) Ltd.
Ncinga
ODoc (Pvt) Ltd.
Olai Shop (Pvt) Ltd.
Omak Technologies (Pvt) Ltd.
Owita Naturals (Pvt) Ltd.
Payable (Pvt) Ltd.
PayMedia (Pvt) Ltd.
ReapDigital
Refreshing Ayurvedic Wellness (Pvt) Ltd.
Shopbox (Pvt) Ltd.
Show And Tell (Pvt) Ltd.
Sixer Video
Smart Logic Technologies (Pvt) Ltd.
SOZO Beverages (Pvt) Ltd.
Spa Ceylon
Spark Bookkeeping
Spiceylan Exports (Pvt) Ltd.
Squarehub (Pvt) Ltd.
Steel Furnimart (Pvt) Ltd.
Stripes & Checks (Pvt) Ltd.
Surecore (Pvt) Ltd.
T2 Holdings
The Brand Agency
Thingerbits (Pvt) Ltd.
Thyāga (Etcetera Solutions (Pvt) Ltd)
Totes Amaze (Pvt) Ltd.
Townchic Global Ventures (Pvt) Ltd.
UHH Ceylon Ltd.
Urban Agri (Pvt) Ltd.
Vegicogap Lanka (Pvt) Ltd.
Venture Frontier
Veracity AI
Wawamu
Workout.lk
Xeptagon (Pvt) Ltd.
Mr. M. Faizan - [Individual Member] 
Mr. U. Dampage - [Individual Member] 
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Kaleidoscope (Pvt) Ltd

My Online (Pvt) Ltd

National Development Bank PLC

SLASSCOM (Guarantee) Ltd

Tiruchelvam Associates

Hatton National Bank PLC

Hatch Works (Pvt) Ltd

BOV Capital (Pvt) Ltd

https://hatch.lk/
https://lanka.tax/
https://slasscom.lk/
https://www.hnb.lk/
https://www.ndbbank.com/
https://www.tiruchelvam.com/
https://kaleidoscope.lk/
https://bovcapital.com/
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Digital Media 
& Content Production Partner

Digital Media Partner

Printed Media Partner

Digital Platform Partner

Ecosystem Partner

Roar Global is a media network that builds, operates and invests

in distinct media brands that produce ground-breaking content

and media solutions across the Asian region.

At 87, our purpose is to deliver digital-first experiences for brands 

that want to harness the power of making an impact in today’s 

connected world. 

to provide timely and comprehensive information, to everyone,

wherever they are We shall report the facts as they are, while

reflecting a wide variety of views to keep them informed and help

them shape an opinion.

Merging our creativity and strategic digital thinking with

innovative solutions, Antyra Solutions’ products are designed with

the end user in mind.

We envision an economy fueled by innovators reshaping the way

we work and live. At hatch, we’re determined to provide you with

all the services you might need to innovate, grow and succeed.

https://www.roar.global/
https://eventistry.agency/
http://www.wijeyanewspapers.lk/
https://www.antyrasolutions.com/
https://hatch.lk/
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